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ARE YOU AWARE OF YOUR PARTICULAR BLESSING? DO YOU SHARE IT?
For some reason, our culture in America today is

leaning heavily towards selfish gratification rather than
personal-getting-along with those around us who may be
different, but, are still worthy of our attention.
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Have you ever tried to qualify, or to justify
that we all have a difference about us that should
be noticed and appreciated by others?
For several generations, good Americans
worked (we will say "diligently") to learn all that
they could about cultural differences, and to
practice a willingness to try and understand
those differences, and learn how to live with
them. Us, with each other -- as it were!

us to be "civilized" towards others, but never fail yourself in the
process. In other words, as we frequently point-out in this column, The Good Lord (in His wisdom) gave us all, and each of
us, a talent and the ability to use it, should we so choose to do.
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kinds). have brought about a system whereby
most of us are encouraged and influenced to
"join" and "be a part of" that which is SUPERFICIAL!
Not too long ago, our parents and grandparents taught

The ability to choose is such a responsibility to many of us, that -- in our weakness
-- we don't even try to find our TALENT, let
alone, try to use it for the good it can do.
Furthermore, we are influenced (greatly) by
those in our "dollar-loving" society, to remember
the old adage that "charity begins at home!" So
many of us take advantage of that "choosing"
that The Good Lord allowed us, and we choose
SELF ("charity") ahead of most everything. Our
culture and the harsh world, both contribute to
our failings in the SELF-department.

The ability to choose -- given to us by The
Lord Himself -- has allowed us to join a growingnumber of selfish individuals who -- because of great
and numerous personal blessings -- individually seem
to gravitate towards a desire for "MORE of the riches that
we see as man-made" instead of our having a grateful
appreciation of what The Lord has bestowed upon each of us.
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"Here Shall THE PRESS The People's Right Maintain,
Unawed By Influence, Unbribed By Gain!"
------ "THE PEOPLE'S WATCHDOG" ------

Quotes From Readers And Folks Like You
THE DEMOCRATS ARE HOPING
FOR ILLEGAL AND FOREIGN
VOTES BY THE THOUSANDS!
How Many Of Those
FOOD,
JOBS,
"Fake" Citizens Do
SHELTER,
EDUCATION,
MEDICINE!
LEADERS!
You Think Our American
Communities Can Realistically
Accomodate By The Hour, Day, or Week?
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----------- "Buy The Truth And Sell It Not" -- Proverbs 23:23 ----------

The People's

N O T I C E: YOU ARE ENTERING A REDNECK ZONE!

"Watchdog"

The Radical Liberal Democrats Do Not Care -- One Whit -- About The
Care And Keeping Of Those They Would Have Come To America!
THEY WANT THEIR VOTE -- And Otherwise Couldn't Care LESS!

Every Now And Then

"TRUTH

"THE ZONE" Makes No Bones About It!

The American Congress
Has Overwhelmed ITSELF!
Do those in The U.S. Congress think that the

American people do not know that they are failing
us at every turn? The President has "guts"! The
Congress (apparently) has either NONE, or not any
that SHOW, and will help and matter to The People!

How long must THE PEOPLE put up with nonchalance
and egotistical slobbering from those that WE PUT in Congress to
"take care of business?" MAKE A DIFFERENCE!
The American people -- at least, NOT The American people
that we have come to know, trust, and love -- do not expect miracles from those they ELECT. They expect EFFORT, SERVICE,
and LOYALTY. They are getting not-much-to-NONE from the very
same body of government that has brought our country through all
manners of challenge, doubt, and confrontation -- thick and thin!
WE SEEM TO BE electing the WRONG people, folks! They
seem totally ineffective and unbalanced (for serving The People)
and it certainly looks as though WE, THE PEOPLE, are going to
have to MAKE IT RIGHT! Too much sloven begats slovenly!
How long can The People of the United States of America survive without a WORKING Congress to go along with an EFFECTIVE
President? We are burning daylight, and losing ground!
As strong as our economy appears today, and as many
things as we have going seemingly "in our favor" (in spite of the
confusion-factor), we should be MAKING HAY while the sun
shines. Why are those we have elected to DO JUST THAT -- failing so miserably to WORK daily, on behalf of The People?
Arguing superficially about GOSSIP and FOOLISHNESS is
beneath the dignity and the potential that we expect from a governing body that has functioned for more than 200 years. It really gets
down to a point that says: "EITHER WORK FOR THE PEOPLE
-- OR GET THE HELL OUT OF THE WAY!"
Do we have any MEN with that kind of GUMPTION, anymore? Or must we be satisfied with a bunch of WOMEN (please
pardon our indiscretion) whom (it seems) do not understand what
LEADERSHIP is all about? They are not made for it! We have
tolerated mixed definitions of what the sexes are (for example),
and we are anchored and befuddled by the turn of events that we
have allowed to be brought about today. STUPID IS, AS STUPID
DOES! We need MEN OF GOD and GOOD-WILL . . . working!

Needs No

Ally!"

I PLEDGE ALLEGIANCE to The Flag of the United States
of America, and to The Republic for which it stands; One Nation,
UNDER GOD, indivisible, with liberty and justice for all.
-------------------- ALONG-THE-CREEK -- <oltuck@bellsouth.net> -------------------

We Mean Exactly That, When We Say:
"THE AMERICAN CONGRESS IS OVERWHELMED!"

If STRONG MEN Of GOD And Good-Will
do not "step-up" -- How will we survive?

Personally, Yours. . .

(A Totally-Ridiculous Missed-Opportunity!)

CONGRESS: No More Soup For You Guys
Unless You Get On The Ball, And Represent!
M

y comments on this page this week -- on the U.S.
Congress -- are meant to STRIKE-A-CHORD! Anyone who has
been observing The Congress for any length of time, understands what Ol' Tuck is calling for. It is a "CALL-TO-ARMS,"
so to speak, and it is meant for every living soul in America,
who believes in our God, our country, and our way of life!
GOD bless, America!

For way too many days, weeks, and now months, The People have
accepted very little effort For The People, from this American Congress.
They have acted with a lack of strength and purpose, the likes of those
of us living today, have never seen, or hope to see!
We, The People, are being sham-rocked, hijacked, and ridden way
too hard by a bunch of ELITISTS, most of whom do not know the meaning
of the words "Here we rest!" "God is our co-pilot," or "Did you ever work
a day in your life?" You are paid WAY TOO MUCH! Go To Work!
See! They don't care what you think? They have become so
jaded in their "high" positions that -- even if they were so enclined -- they
don't have the time (nor the courage) to care for us mundane and simple
second-class PEASANT citizens. Their brains are TURNED-OFF!
The Congress needs a big-time SHAKE-UP, and we need to let the
political element in our country know-- ONCE-AND-FOR-ALL time, that
WE, THE PEOPLE will not tolerate the kind of crap that has been going
on in OUR Congress for now, way too long! Shake 'em up!
The members of Congress -- supposedly representing YOU, and
I, and a few MILLION others -- MUST within a very short time, begin to
do just that: REPRESENT LEGAL AND LAW-ABIDING AMERICANS, who
expect nothing more from them than AN HONEST-DAY'S WORK, for the
luxurious salaries and perks that they get. We said "HONEST!"
WE LIKE TRUMP! HE NEEDS YOUR HELP! AND, HE AIN'T GETTING IT!
WAKE UP, GET UP, AND (once-and-for-all-time) STAND UP!
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